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Motel assist has created records on how a country motel can operate profitably in Australia.

Software is provided to showing customers how to increase profits by reducing costs & increasing revenue

1. Assess the Viability of an existing motel business

2. Once the Viability of the motel has been established from 2019 P&L assess its Viability post COVID

3. Assist in the selection of a viable motel for those entering the Motel Industry.

4. Annually monitor the viability of a motel business for you and your Accountant

General Explanation:

The concept was formed 18 years ago when my wife & I purchased a motel to demonstrate how a motel business

can operate successfully with simple efficient systems. Our software transparently shows all  entering the Motel

Industry that a motel business is profitable when you know before hand the Industry benchmark guidelines.

Link to our motel demonstrating those proven systems:

Rather than create a manual, a website was created storing information and explaining the systems about the

operation of motels and the Motel Industry.

The website offers three levels of information:

1. Free Information: enough to establish an informed opinion - if life in a motel is for you and your family.

2. Subscribed Information: For those who need "Factual Information" to either acquire a motel or require

assistance to improve the performance of their existing motel business.

To access this information an annual subscription is required amounting to $95.00 including GST.

3. A-System: Included in the subscription is a system to guide motel operators to reduce expenses within

the Profit & Loss financials. Motel Assist has created Cost Control software which has been set up with

certain suppliers within the Motel Industry. (Special access is given once the suppliers are inserted)

Basic Skills  in able to use Microsoft Software are needed:

To achieve maximum results a minimal skill base in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software, a wide screen

monitor and an internet connection. If you require tuition it is available through Zoom or Teamviewer. 

Motel Assist Objective:

To Provide transparent factual information  allowing anybody to acquire and operate a motel business.

Self participation is encouraged by using the website with the information it provides. Attached  are 

software programs shown below allowing you to use at your will.

There is no limit on how you use them, however they are constantly being updated and if you are serious

about maintaining the latest information on all software it is advisable to subscribe to the website.

Software Attachments to Email:

1. Initial Motel Analysis_v35: This program gives you a ballpark snapshot on what to expect

when investing in a motel business - just insert the return you

would like and the program shows you the expected returns.

2. Motel Viability LH_v130: An extensive breakdown in all facets required by knowing the 

strong and weak areas within the motel you are assessing.

3. Priority Points NSW Motel_34 Provides 20 Priority Points we know will accelerate a motel

business into profit.

I offer assistance in using my software. If you see a little red triangle in the top right hand

corner of a cell, hover the mouse over it for more information.

If you have to submit information into a page you can "Tab" down the page.

I sincerely trust you enjoy what the program has to offer.

Russ Dodson Motel Analyst Mobile: 0428 668 357

I trust this brief shows you the commitment I have placed in building this program over the past 23 years.
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